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About This Manual
Edupoint Educational Systems, LLC. develops software with multiple release dates for the
software and related documentation. The documentation is released in multiple volumes to
meet this commitment.
This document serves as a reference for Edupoint's recommendations and Best Practices for
Synergy processes. Due to the complex nature and myriad configurations possible within the
Synergy software, it is not feasible to include every possible scenario within this guide.

Conventions Used in This Manual
•
•
•

Bold indicates user interactions such as a button or field on the screen.
Italics indicate the option to select or text to enter.
Notes, Tips, References, and Cautions display in the margin to provide additional
information.
Notes provide additional information
about the subject.

Tips suggest advanced options or
other ways of approaching the
subject.

References list another source of
information, such as another manual
or website.

Cautions warn of potential problems.
Take special care when reading
these sections.

Before You Begin
Before installing any of the Edupoint family of software products, be sure to review the system
requirements and make sure the district’s computer hardware and software meet the minimum
requirements.

Software and Document History
Document
Version

Release
Date

Software
Release

1.0

Nov 2018

2019.01

Description
Initial release of this document
Updates:

2.0

Jun 2019

2020

•

Reorganized content for better flow

•

Updated screenshots throughout

•

Added Large Notification Icons

•

Added more detail to Student Notifications

•

Added green banner functionality to Login Screen
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Course Description
In this training course, you will learn how to take, edit and maintain Daily attendance records
in various ways in Synergy SIS, such as by individual students, by class/section and by group.
You will also learn how to perform Attendance Verification and Mass Change Attendance.
Additionally, you will learn about the different reports available that relate to Attendance data.

Expected Outcomes
After completing this course participants will be able to:
• Review TeacherVUE attendance entry
• Print attendance rosters for substitute teachers and/or Log-in Information if using
Substitute Teacher Assignment
• Edit and maintain student daily attendance records in various ways (by student, by
class, by group) including Attendance Verification and Mass Change Attendance
• Perform daily, weekly, and monthly tasks related to Daily Attendance
• Log phone calls from parents and view phone records regarding attendance issues
• Entering attendance via Discipline Incident and Health
• Reviewing Parent Submitted Attendance
• Generate Attendance Letters to be sent to Parents/Guardians
• Print reports commonly needed by staff, such as class rosters and grade level reports
• Generate attendance reports (excessive absences, perfect attendance, daily
attendance, etc.)
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Important Items to Notice
Based on individual and district settings, screens and options that are seen can vary.

1. Grid Detail Type Options for this guide are set to Show Detail. This will populate the
Actions Button on grids. If this option is not selected, drop down arrows will be shown
to the right of each line number.

2. Synergy has several ways to get assistance in the system.
a. A. Help is an online help system that opens a list of SIS help guides in a new
screen. The online help is managed by your system administrator.
b. The Blue Circle of Help offers Context Sensitive Help specific help for
screens, tabs and reports.
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Taking Attendance Using TeacherVUE
Teachers will generally use TeacherVUE to take attendance, using their seating charts or a list view,
mark students absent and tardy as appropriate. Administrators with security access may also log into
TeacherVUE and take attendance on the teacher’s behalf. Attendance data is stored in Synergy SIS.

The yellow Attendance box indicates the teacher has not taken attendance.

The Teacher clicks Attendance box and is in Taking Attendance mode.

After they have clicked Save, the Attendance box turns white and displays a green check mark
indicating attendance has been taken.
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TeacherVUE Attendance for Substitute Teachers
The Substitute Teacher Assignment screen allows substitute teachers to be given a temporary log
in to Synergy.
Go to Synergy SIS> Staff> Substitute Teacher Assignment.

The date will generate today’s date by default.
Enter the date when the substitute teacher will be assigned.
In the Identify teachers requiring substitutes grid, all teachers will be listed.
For those teachers requiring a Sub, check the box beside the staff name who requires a sub.
Set the Common Substitute Password to use one password for all substitutes. If the
common password is not set, a password will be generated for each teacher, shown in the grid
and included on the Sub Slip.
6. A password can be entered in the common substitute password field which will populate a
common substitute password for each substitute teacher.
7. Once all information has been added. Click Print Sub slips.
8. The SUB401 Substitute Teacher Slip report is a detailed print-out of the absent teacher's
schedule. Its purpose is for substitute use providing the details of start and end times, room
numbers, section and course IDs, and Course names that are the necessary details of the
absent teacher's day.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Printing a Classroom Roster for Substitutes
The STU409 Class Roster report prints a list of students that are scheduled in classes on the start
date indicated on the report. This report may be used as a roster for taking daily attendance.
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance >Reports Daily > List.

1. Enter the Start Date and the number of Weeks to be displayed.
2. By default, the report prints for all teachers. To print the report for only one teacher, select the
Teacher from the dropdown.
3. To print a single term, select the term from the Term Code drop down menu.
4. For a daily attendance school, select the Periods to include in the report.
5. By default, the report prints for all sections. To print specific sections, enter a range for
Section ID.
6. Enter the number of Blank Lines to be added at the end of the report. Blank lines are for
adding students who enroll in the section after the report is printed.
7. Check the boxes for the additional Report Options. Be sure to check Show Period
Attendance for a Period Attendance school.
8. Check the boxes for each additional field to include on the report.
9. Click Print to generate your report.
10. The STU409 Class Roster report lists all students in a section and shows recorded absences
for a 4-week period. With a signature line provided, the design of the report is to capture
teacher or staff verification of the absences.
Copyright 2020-2021 Edupoint Educational Systems, LLC
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Determining Classroom Taken Attendance Status
Use the Classroom Taken Attendance Summary screen to determine which teachers have taken
attendance on a given day.
This screen provides a great tool for an Attendance Clerk to quickly see which teachers have not yet
taken attendance, and then to quickly communicate with those teachers.
The Classroom Taken Attendance Summary screen contains Filter Options which control what
displays in the Classroom Summary Grid.
• Show – displays attendance results.
• Section ID – displays results for a specific section.
• Date – displays results for a specific date. The default is the current date.
• Staff Name – displays results for a specific staff member.
• Course Title – displays results for a specific course title.
• Course ID – displays results for a specific course ID.
• Begin Period/End Period – displays results for a specific period range.
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance > Classroom Taken Attendance Summary.
To view your school’s classroom attendance status:

1. Click the drop down to show the Filter Options. By default, If Any Attendance has not been
taken will be selected.
2. Make additional selections in the Filter Options section of the screen.
3. Click the Filter Grid button to apply these options.
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4. The Classroom Summary Grid displays the data differently depending on the type of
attendance used by the school in Focus. In all grids, a green checkmark indicates that the
teacher took attendance while a red x indicates the teacher did not.
5. The

icon indicates that attendance for this class has been entered by the front office.

6. With the Filter Options set to Any Attendance, the grid is showing the attendance taken
status of each classroom.
7. The
icon indicates that attendance for this class was entered by the teacher using
TeacherVUE.
The
icon indicates that attendance has been entered by a substitute teacher that has
logged into Synergy as a substitute.

8. With the Filter Options set to If Attendance has not been taken, the grid is showing which
classrooms have not yet taken attendance.

9. In the Classroom Summary Grid, click the blue hyperlink on the Section ID.

Copyright 2020-2021 Edupoint Educational Systems, LLC
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10. This will open the Class Daily Attendance screen where Class Attendance can be taken.

Emailing Teachers an Attendance Reminder
To send attendance reminder emails to an individual teacher:

Click on the Send button next to the teacher’s name in the Classroom Summary Grid to send the
emails individually.
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To Send Attendance Reminder Emails to a Group of Teachers

1. In the Email Recipient Filter box make a selection from the drop-down menu.
2. Check or Uncheck the Include Teachers with Sub box.

3. Click on the Send Teachers Reminder Emails button at the top of the screen.

Scheduling Email Reminders to Teachers
Email reminders can be scheduled to be sent to teachers.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the Scheduling tab.
Select the Schedule Task from the drop-down menu.
Enter the Start Time, Start Date, Stop Date for the recurring job.
Click Schedule to schedule the job.
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Verifying Attendance
The Attendance Verification Screen is used by staff to make the final verification of the student daily
attendance after it has been submitted by the teacher.
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance > Attendance Verification.
To verify student absence reasons at your school:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Check to ensure you are focused to the correct school.
Enter the Date for which you wish to verify attendance.
Enter the number of students you wish to display in the Rows to Show field.
Expand the Filters group box by clicking the Maximize button on the left side of the Filters
title bar.
5. Enter the selection criteria to determine which students will display.
a. Enter all or part of the student’s name, enter Last Name and First Name to narrow the
verification list.
b. Enter the Grade to filter by grade level.
c. Enter the Reason Types or select the options in the Reason Codes area to filter the
type of absences displayed.
6. Click the Filter button.
A list of students meeting the selection criteria you entered will display.
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7. If more data exists in your results than is displayed on the screen, a bright green indicator will
display.
8. To display student phone numbers for contact purposes, click on the
student’s name.

icon next to the

9. The Student Phone Numbers screen displays. This screen lists every phone number
associated with the student.
10. Close the screen to return to the Attendance Verification Screen.
To verify a student’s absence:

11. Click on the blue hyperlink Date next to a student’s name.
After you click on the Date of the attendance activity, the Daily Attendance detail window will
display.
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12. Click on the Reason field and select a reason from the drop-down menu.
13. Enter any Minutes or Note information needed.
14. Click the Save button.

Additional Filter Options
Additional filters are available to modify the display of the grid that will allow additional functionality in
the Attendance Verification List.
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1. Check the box to Automatically delete Arrival Time, Departure Time, Minutes Attended and
Attendance Note when removing attendance data to display information in the Attendance
Verification List.
2. Check the box to Show Daily Arrival Time, Departure Time and Note in the Attendance
Verification List.
3. This adds columns to the Attendance Verification List grid where data can be easily
entered.
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Managing Daily Attendance by Student
To perform attendance maintenance for a student in a school that takes Daily Attendance (either once
or twice a day).
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance > Daily Attendance.

Viewing and Entering Absence Reason Codes – The Calendar Tab
Information under the Calendar tab is used to view and enter Absence Reason Codes and notes for
an individual student.

1. Use the Scroll and Find buttons to display the desired student, or
2. Use the Find Mode button to display the desired student.

3. The screen will default to today’s date and also display portions of the months associated with
it.
4. If you wish to take attendance for a different date:
a. Enter the correct date in the Date field
b. Click the Go To Date button, or
c. Use the Previous Month or Next Month buttons to display the desired date
5. Under the Daily Attendance Calendar, click on the blank field to the right of the date (Day
column) under the Attendance 1 Reason column. If your school takes attendance twice a
day, you will see a Reason 1 and a Reason 2 column.
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6. Under the Daily Attendance Calendar, click on the blank field to the right of the date (Day
column) under the Attendance 1 Reason column. If your school takes attendance twice a
day, you will see a Reason 1 and a Reason 2 column.

7. Select the appropriate Reason Code from the dropdown menu.
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8. Click Save to save your Absence Reason Code. The student has now been marked with an
absence for the entire day.
9. Click on the blue date hyperlink in the Day column, to enter attendance details, notes and
take attendance.

The Daily Attendance Detail window will display.
10. Enter any Attendance Detail associated with this absence reason.
11. Click Save.
The window closes and takes you back to the Daily Attendance screen, to the Calendar View.
Any dates for which notes were entered will display bolded.
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Viewing Days of Activity – Days of Activity Tab
The Days of Activity Tab displays a chronological list of all the Absence Reason Codes the student
has had during the school year, with the most recent data showing at the top of the list. It shows the
Date and Weekday on which the absence was recorded, and the absence reason is displayed in the
AM or PM column (for twice-a-day attendance) or in the Reason 1 column (for once-a-day
attendance).
You can also take attendance from this screen.

1. To record an absence reason, click on the Add button at the top of the Days of Activity grid.
One row will be added to the bottom of the grid to enter data.
2. Enter the date.

3. Select a reason for the absence from the reason drop down.
4. Click Save. The grid will be reordered chronologically, and the day of the week will be
automatically displayed.
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Viewing Activity Totals by Reason and Type – Totals Tab
The Totals Tab summarizes the number of absences by Reason and by Type. The Reason
Percentage and Type Percentage are calculated based on the number of times a reason/type is
selected divided by the total days enrolled to date.
The Total Days Enrolled To Date are shown at the bottom.
This is a view only screen.

Viewing Attendance History – History Tab
The History Tab allows you to scan through all of the Attendance data for the student and filter
through it as needed. This screen lists all dates on which an Absence Reason Code was recorded
for the student, similar to the Days of Activity Tab. However, it provides more detailed information
regarding the time of arrival and departure. It also provides additional notes regarding the reason for
the tardy or absence.
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1. To filter the data by date and/or type of absence, enter your selection criteria. You may enter
up to three Reason Type codes.
2. Click the Filter button.
3. To enter or display additional information such as arrival and departure times and additional
notes, highlight the attendance entry in the grid.
4. Click the Show Detail button.

5. The show detail will display the History Detail for the Attendance History.
6. Click the Hide Detail button to collapse the grid.

Entering Attendance for a Specific Date – Daily Entry Tab
The Daily Entry Tab allows you to enter attendance data for a specific date, and enter additional
details such as times and notes, all on the same screen.

Copyright 2020-2021 Edupoint Educational Systems, LLC
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click on the Daily Entry tab.
Enter the desired date in the Date field.
Click the Go to Date button.
Click the Go to Current Date button if you wish to enter the data for today’s date.
Enter the Reason Code.
Enter the Arrival Time and Departure Time if applicable.
Enter an Attendance Note if needed.
Click Save.

NOTE: The dates on the Calendar tab will be bold after the attendance on this screen is saved if a
time or note is added with the attendance reason.

Attendance Letters
The Attendance Letters tab lists all attendance letters that have been sent to the student and his/her
parents through the Attendance Letter screen.
The type of letters created for the student are listed, along with the threshold used, which is the
number of the type of absence reason defined in the letter.

1. Click the Attendance Letter Name in the actions drop down menu to view a list of all the
types of attendance letters the district has created.
2. View the date and type of letters sent for this particular student in the History grid.
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Viewing Concurrent Attendance
If your district has one or more schools that participate in a Concurrent Attendance Program, you
may view attendance data for the student on this tab.

The Display Options filters what information is displayed on the All Attendance Grid for a student’s
concurrent attendance program.
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Taking Daily Attendance by Class
Use the Class Daily Attendance Screen to take daily attendance for a group of students by
classroom.
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance > Class Daily Attendance.

To take classroom daily attendance:
1. Use the Scroll and Find buttons to display the desired class. Using the forward button will
bring up the first class by Section ID.
2. Use the Find Mode button to display the desired class. You can search for a class by Section
ID, Course ID, Course Title or Staff Name.
3. The screen will default to today’s date. If you wish to take attendance for a different date
a. Enter the desired date in the date field
b. Click the Go To Date button, or
c. Use the Previous Day or Next Day, Previous Week or Next Week buttons to display
the desired date
To display only one day, select “Show 1 day” from the Menu drop-down.
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4. If the school takes attendance twice a day, two Reason columns display. If the school takes
attendance only once a day, only one Reason column is displayed.
5. All of the students enrolled in this class are listed alphabetically in the Class Attendance grid.
The grid shows 5 school days surrounding the date that was chosen.
6. To record an absence reason for a student, click in the Reason column next to the
corresponding student’s name.
7. Select the appropriate Reason Code from the dropdown menu.
8. Click Save to store the data.
Using the Reason column in this grid, you can take attendance for the entire class. You only have to
click the Save button once, after you are finished entering all the Absence Reason Codes for the
students in the class.

9. To add additional notes for a student, click on the student’s name, which is a hyperlink.

10. The Daily Attendance screen will open. To attach notes to a reason code, click on the blue
day hyperlink for the appropriate date.
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11. The Daily Attendance detail window will open. Enter the Reason Code and notes if needed.
12. Click Save.
13. You are returned to the Daily Attendance Screen, and the date displays in bold.
14. Click the red X to return to the Class Daily Attendance Screen.

Days to Show
By default, one day will display on the Class Attendance grid. This can be modified to display 5
days.

1. To display multiple days on the Class Attendance grid, hover over menu and select Show 5
days.
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2. Select days to show on the Class Attendance grid from the drop down.

3. To display one day. Hover over the Menu and select the Show 1 Day option.
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Mass Changing Attendance for Groups of Students
When groups of students are absent for a particular date or set of dates for school-related activities
(such as field trips, sports, clubs, or performances), changes to all student attendance records within
that grouping may be completed at the same time.
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance > Mass Change Attendance.

Mass Changing Attendance
Mass Change Attendance allows for each school to change attendance codes for multiple students.

1. Click Add on the Mass Change Attendance Definition screen.

2. Enter a title in the Mass Attendance Job Name field.
3. Click Save.
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4. On the Mass Attendance Change Tab, in the Type of Change group box select the type of
change you wish to make.
5. Select Daily Attendance.

6. In the Daily Reason Conditions group box, select the Attendance Change Reason Codes.
7. Under the Apply Changes for Following Date Range, enter the dates.

8. In the Attendance Detail Options, enter the Daily Arrival time, Daily Departure Time, and a
Daily Attendance Note, if needed.
9. Click Save.
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Student Filter Criteria
There are multiple filters to apply to mass changing student’s attendance. A yellow panel will appear
across the screen until the student filter has been applied. Select to add a filter by grade, section,
student, teacher, or student group.

1. Click Add button to add one item to the grid.
2. Click Chooser to add multiple items to a grid.
3. The Chooser screen displays.
1. Enter the Section ID in the Section ID field and
click the Find button.
2. The section is automatically placed in the
Selected Items grid.
3. Click the Select button to return to the Mass
Change Attendance screen.
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4. Based on the selection criteria we entered, the students will have their attendance code
changed.
5. Click the Apply Attendance button to complete the Mass Change Attendance procedure.

6. A Job Status window displays. When the process completes, a Job Result screen displays.
The listed files show which records changed and any errors that occurred. Click either file to
open it.
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Entering Attendance via Discipline Incident
If a student has a Discipline Incident that results in the absence in the student’s attendance, an
Attendance Reason Code (ATR) can be entered into the system to record that absence.
The Attendance Reason Code would be entered in the Disposition Section of the Student
Incident screen.
Go to Synergy SIS > Discipline Incident > Student Incident.

1. Find the incident on the Discipline Incident grid.
2. In the Detail column Click the green plus sign.
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3. The Incident will open in a new window.
4. On the information tab, go to the Students Involved node.
5. Click the arrow next to the student so it points downward.

6.
7.
8.
9.

On the information tab, go to the Dispositions node.
Find the Disposition. Make sure the Start date and End date are populated.
In the ATR column (ATtendance Reason), click the arrow to choose the attendance code.
Scroll to the top and Save.
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Generating Attendance Letters to Send Home
Attendance letters may be created to be mailed to parents and/or students regarding absences,
tardies, etc. They are typically created by the district and are processed based on thresholds – the
accumulated number of a particular absence reason. Different letters may be created for each
threshold.
Go to Synergy SIS > Attendance > Attendance Letter.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Locate the letter you wish to send using the Find or Scroll buttons.
The Cutoff Values are built into these letters as indicated in the Threshold Value column.
In this section, select which letter to merge, the output type and the preferred language.
Set the Date Range for the number of occurrences to be counted, such as the entire school
year, a semester or a quarter, etc.
5. Enter a Grade Range, or you can select one grade at a time from the Begin and End dropdowns.
6. In the Extras area, choose your Totaling and Sort methods, including which periods to
include. Showing inactive students will include students who have since withdrawn. Caution: if
you check Clear Current Thresholds it will delete all letter counts up until this point.
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7. Under Addressee Info select if the letter(s) will be addressed to the student or the parents,
and complete the associated options.
8. Select the attendance codes to be included under Absence Reasons to Include.
9. Check the boxes of any Additional Reports that you wish to be generated with the
Attendance Letters.
10. To print a list of all the letters created in addition to the letters themselves, check the Show
Letter Extract Log box.
11. Once you are finished entering your selections, click the Save button. Then continue on to the
Additional Options tab below.

12. Under the Additional Options Tab, for those schools that want to start the absence count over
fresh from a certain day, enter a Threshold Date and click the Clear Attendance Letter
Records Created on this Date button.
13. To not generate letters and only print the Daily Attendance Profile reports of the

students indicated in the threshold criteria, enter a Date and click the Run Reports
Only button.
14. After completing both tabs, click the Save button.
15. Click the Generate Extract button.
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Parent Submitted Attendance
Parents are able to enter attendance via ParentVUE if this option is being used. They can enter
information about the absence and upload documents.

Parents can enter the absence for the student by clicking on the Report Absence button located on
the student overview.

Parents can also enter absence information by clicking on the Attendance tab and clicking the
Report Absence button.
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The Report Absences window will populate. This is where the information about the absence can be
entered. A doctor’s note or document can be uploaded if needed. Once the information is entered,
the parent will click Save.

A Report Absences confirmation will populate for the parent to review and click OK.

Review Parent Submitted Attendance
The Review Parent Submitted Attendance screen will allow for the school to monitor any
attendance submitted by parents prior to it being officially attached the to student’s attendance record.
Go to Synergy SIS>Attendance>Review Parent Submitted Attendance.

1. On the Parent Submitted Attendance tab, the Queue of Attendance Submitted by
Parents grid will show the attendance submitted by the parent.
2. Click the dropdown in the Status column.

3. In the Status column, choose if the attendance is Waiting, Accepted, Denied, Not a valid
School Day from the dropdown.
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4. Click Save.

Review Parent Submitted Attendance History
The Review Parent Submitted Attendance History tab displays the historic attendance that has
been submitted.

1. Click the History tab on the Review Parent Submitted Attendance screen.
2. The Processed Attendance Submitted by Parents grid displays the absence information.

Once the Parent Submitted Attendance is accepted, it will be added to the student’s Daily or
Period Attendance record.
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Generating Attendance Reports
There are three types of Attendance reports available:
• Individual Reports print out information about a single student per page, but may be
printed for multiple students at one time.
• List Reports generate summaries for multiple students.
• Summary Reports present numerical report summaries.
Most Commonly Used Reports
Path: Synergy SIS >Attendance > Reports Daily
•

ATD201 – Daily Attendance Profile shows the student’s basic demographic information
and lists all days on which an absence was recorded with the detailed information
regarding the absence. This report may be filtered to print by individual student or grade
level. You can select a student by perm ID, last and first name, or groups of students by
grade level. This report is utilized by counselors, school and government authorities to
review absenteeism.

•

ATD202 – Daily Attendance Minutes Profile report displays the student’s demographic
information and lists the minutes entered for every week of the current school year. The
report provides total minutes for each week and overall.

•

ATD203 – Daily Attendance by Week report displays the student’s demographic
information and lists all student absences in a given date range by week for the current
school year.

•

ATD204 – Daily Attendance Totals report displays similar data as the Daily Attendance
screen, Total tab in report format.

•

ATD401 – Daily Student Absence Totals report lists all students at a school for a given
date range and displays the total number of absences recorded for each absence reason.
This report includes parent phone numbers.

•

ATD402 – Daily Attendance List details all student absences in a given date range as
well as the student’s arrival and departure time with total minutes for the day. It also lists
the parent’s phone numbers for each student. This report is utilized by school attendance
clerks and teachers to review and verify absences.

•

ATD403– Daily Absence List displays all students absent on a given day by section.

•

ATD405 – Daily Perfect Attendance List lists all students who were not absent or tardy
for a given date range. You can filter the report by grade, section, teacher and/or
minimum days enrolled. Parent contact numbers are included.

•

STU427 – Perfect Career Attendance report calculates perfect attendance for students
for their entire career at a school district. You can run the report from the current and
district focus. You can also define the grades to include in the perfect attendance
calculation.

•

ATP602 – Period Sections Missing Attendance List lists all sections at a school where
the attendance-scanning sheet has not been scanned into Synergy SIS.
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Other Reports You May Find Useful
Path: Synergy SIS > Attendance > Reports > Summary
•

ATD616 – Student Attendance Summary Report inserts data into the attendance
summary table. Edupoint recommends that users schedule the report process to run each
day after all daily attendance records have been updated to ensure the correct daily
attendance data is inserted in the summary table. The report defaults to the organization
in focus, but may be run for all organizations in the district.

•

ATD806 – Class Attendance Reminder emails staff who have not yet taken attendance
during the school day – the Beginning and Ending Period specified. The report compiles a
list of these staff members, including those missing email addresses. It totals the number
of emails sent. The report may be filtered by SectionID, Date, Teacher, Course Title,
and/or Course ID.

•

CFG801 – District Monthly Calendar prints a two-page report showing all of the months
of the district calendar and any holidays or other days off at the district level.

•

CFG802 – School Monthly Calendar prints a report of all of the months of the school
calendar and can display the holidays, rotation day, and bell schedule assigned to each
school day. If the school has tracks, it also prints a separate calendar for each track.

Path: Synergy SIS >Attendance > Reports Daily
•

ATD202 – Daily Attendance Minutes Profile displays the student’s demographic
information and lists the minutes entered for every week of the current school year. It is
designed for students who are classified for attendance by minutes. This report may be
filtered to print by individual student, gender or grade level. You can select a student by
perm ID, last and first name, or groups of students by grade level. The report provides
total minutes for each week and overall.

•

ATD403 – Daily Absent List lists all students absent on a given day and may be filtered
by section or teacher. School attendance staff and teachers utilize this report for
confirmation and verification of absences.

•

ATD404 – Daily Tardy List lists all students who were tardy on a given date. It may be
filtered by section or teacher. School attendance staff and teachers use this report to
confirm tardies, and parent phone numbers are listed.

•

ATD406 – Daily Student List by Attendance lists all students with a given number of
absences for a specific date range. The report may be filtered by grade and/or specific
attendance conditions and absence reasons.

•

ATD407 – End of Year Attendance List report lists all students who have been enrolled
at the school during the year, and shows their total days enrolled, days present, and days
absent. It also shows each student’s enter and leave dates. The report may be filtered by
grade, absence reasons, and/or minimum periods absent.

•

ATD412 – Student Gain Loss report lists all students who enrolled or withdrew during a
given date range and totals the impact on the total number of students enrolled by gender
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and overall. The report may be filtered by Track and/or Ethnic Codes. This report is used
by administrative staff to review student enrollment.
•

ATD413 – Class Reduction Summary report provides the total number of students who
have withdrawn during the current school year by section and grade level. The report
takes a snapshot of student class enrollment for the selected date and prints the average
enrollment. The report can be filtered by instructional setting and grade level. School and
district administrative staff review this report to determine the average teacher to student
ratio per classroom.

•

ATD414 – Student Days Enrolled report lists every student enrolled within the district
that meets the minimum days enrolled as of the report date. The report lists the total
number of days that they have been enrolled for the current school year. The report may
be filtered by grade level(s).The report may be printed at the district level.

•

ATD415 – Attendance Audit List lists, by section (grouped by teacher), each change to
attendance data that has been made during the date range specified. The report may be
filtered by Section ID(s).

•

STU409 – Class Roster report lists all students in a section and shows recorded
absences for a 4-week period. This report may be used as a daily or period attendance
printed sheet for substitute teachers. With a signature line provided, the report is
designed to capture teacher or staff verification of the absences.

•

STU411 – Daily Class Attendance Minutes List lists all students in a section and
displays the total number of minutes entered by day for a 3-week period.

•

ATD401 – Daily Student Absence Totals report lists all students at a school for a given
date range and displays the total number of absences recorded for each absence reason.
The report may be filtered by grade level and/or minimum number of attendance
occurrences. Parent phone numbers are also included.

•

ATD601 – Daily Attendance Summary report lists all students in a section, and
summarizes each student’s number of days enrolled, days present, and absence days
excused, unexcused or tardy. The report may be filtered by grade level, section ID and/or
teacher.

•

ATD603 – Monthly ADA Detail report lists all students at a school, sorted by grade level.
It shows each absence for the selected month, and totals each student’s absences and
days attended for the selected reporting period. The report may be filtered by Instructional
setting, and grouped by Instructional Setting, Grade Group, Grade or Staff Name.

•

ATD604 – Monthly ADA Summary reports lists all grade levels at a school, and totals
the enrollment changes and attendance by grade level for the month. The report may be
filtered by grade level and/or instructional setting. The attendance summary of gains and
losses is shown along with statistical analysis.

•

ATD605 – Cumulative Enrollment Totals report lists all schools in the district, and
provides the total number of students by grade level enrolled in each school. The report is
filtered by date and report type, and may also be filtered by grade levels and/or
instructional settings.
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•

ATD608 – Monthly ADM Summary Report shows the ADM for the reporting periods as
setup in the district calendar. Each reporting period is listed on a separate page, and
shows the ADM for each grade level and overall for the reporting period. An attendance
summary of gains and losses is provided, along with statistical analysis.

•

ATD805 – Attendance Letters report prints Student Attendance Letters already
generated. There is also an option to print other types of letters and reports.

•

ATP602 – Period Sections Missing Attendance List lists teachers who have not
submitted attendance for the selected date and period range. Teachers need to take
attendance within TeacherVUE for the report to be updated and display the correct
information.
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Self-Assessment Checklist
When attendees complete Daily Attendance training, they will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review TeacherVUE attendance entry.
Print attendance rosters for substitute teachers and/or Log-in Information if using Substitute
Teacher Assignment.
Edit and maintain student daily attendance records in various ways (by student, by class, by
group) including Attendance Verification and Mass Change Attendance.
Perform daily, weekly, and monthly tasks related to Daily Attendance.
Log phone calls from parents and view phone records regarding attendance issues.
Entering attendance via Discipline Incident and Health.
Reviewing Parent Submitted Attendance.
Generate Attendance Letters to be sent to Parents/Guardians.
Print reports commonly needed by staff, such as class rosters and grade level reports.
Generate attendance reports (excessive absences, perfect attendance, daily attendance, etc.
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